Abstract: A single unified. control system is used for all· of the Fermilab accelerators a.nd storage rings, from the LINAC to the Tevatron and antiproton source.
Introduction
As part of the construction of the superconducting Tevatron all the Fermilab accelerators, from the LINAC pre-accelerator to the antiproton accumulator and fixed target switchyard, were put under a unified control system, ACNET.
This system, as it existed in 1985 in its nearly completed form, bas been described in considerable detail elsewherel. The purpose of this paper is to provide an extremely brief summary of that earlier one, to present in detail the upgrades performed from 1985 to 1987 1 to summarize the system utilization in terms of network transfers and VAX computer cycles , and to indicate directions which future upgrades are likely to take. An appendix is included detailing the current activities of software personnel.
Brief System Description A block diagram of the Tevatron control system is presented as Figure 1 . Much of the figure contains VAX and PDP-11 minicomputers, and the interconnections among them.
These computers are collectively referred to as the the 'host system'. The PDP-ll's are used as DEC-8; The purpose of this front end is to drive an IEEE 802.5 Token Ring link. The first utilization, which ~ill serve a.s a prototype for future microcomputer devices, is a new beam intensity monitor system. This is being constructed with Token Ring, rather than CA.MAC, communication links so that relevant information can be passed between separate processors without going through the host system. This is necessary in particular to allow accurate intensity information to be collected and monitored even during periods in which the host, for whatever reason, is not functional. DEC-8 1 as indicated in Figure 1 1 is the interlace to ACNET from the Token Ring. that a number of such parameters be ma.de available to experimenters in a form appropriate to be included on data tapes. These para.meters a.re needed so tha.t lwainosity and detailed beaai conditions can be determined; in particular the latter a.re necessary in a proper assesment of detector perform3nce.
The ACNET-60 service establishes cooperating processes in the the experimenters' &nd the ACNET host system VAXes, the processes communicating via DECNET. The host system VAX process organizes the experimenters' requests a.nd presents them to ACNET in a standard form. The returned data are then distributed to the requesting experiments. This system has given experimenters complete generality in submitting request lists for data.
S~stem reliabilitt improvements:
Crashes, usual y associated wit an abort of one or more processes in the Operational VA:/., were a problem with ACNET from its inception. As the system grew and heavier demands were placed upon it, such crashes became both more frequent and less tolerable. •oveable experimental equipment is installed inside the Tevatron vacuum chamber, the purpose of which is to study scattering at angle$ as small as possible by positioning detectors quite close to the bea.m. The Accelerator Division has the responsibility of protecting the beam, particularly the antiprotons, from accidental scraping by such equipment. Similarly it is necessary to assure that such devices, •hile stationary, do not become aperture restrictions when beam conditions cha.nge. These goals should be met while interfering as little a.s possible with the legitimate utilisation of the equipment. The MLM/C 1 a microcQmputer (Motorola 68000) based Multibus configured GAS device, has satisfied these two often conflicting goals. Basically) at the beginning of a run the ~otion of the appa.ratus is placed in the hands of the accelerator operators, who deteraine a safe position range for the given beaa conditions. Control is then given to the experimenters 'ith the module serving as a watchdog, not allowing auiy requests for positioning beyond the safe region to be acted upon.
System Utilisation Statistics
A recent accomplishment of soae i•portance ha.s been the ability to aonitor in a detailed fashion the aaounts of data tra.n .. itted OYCr T&rious network links and to correlate such data with tho•e on computer usage. Such a large 9"•te• u ACNET can only be diagnosod a.nd understood with the help of a rather large atatistieal base. Note in particular that it is stressed to the aaxi•~ during the minutes surrounding an antiproton •hot, and •u•t be capable of meeting the de•&nds placed upon it at such a tiae. Already soae bottlen•cks and networking errors ba)'e been disCOTered through these •tudies, with the bottleneck. the errors corrected. As the system continues to expand, it is hoped that future problems •ill be anticip&ted before they become impediments. Some statistics on typical system operation are presented here. These values should, ho•ever, be interpreted iLS order of magnitude quantities only a.s there are several variables which can a:ffect system performance and throughput in a significant fashion. Among these are collider vs fixed target running, time of day, study period vs normal operations, and, during collider operation, shot time vs store time. There is also a difference between instantaneous and time averaged quantities.
CAMAC link utilization a.s measured by front end cofllputers Data are presented in Table la under the conditions of a long time average during normal fixed target operation. Note that meaningful values cannot be presented for the antiproton front end in this ca.se and also that the installation of DEC-R (see above) was not complete at the time these data were taken. The maximum transmission rates on these links are governed by the computers which drive them; only a small fraction of the link hardware bandwidth itself is ever utilized.
No data are presented on the non-CAM.AC front ends. These machines operate in a pool mode in which essentially all available data are collected continuously at a fixed rate. Thus their links are not subject to much variability, and once operating successfully are not modified. The CAM.AC links contain the connections to modern microprocessor 11yste11U1 and are thus considerably more complex.
PCL link throughput
During fixed target operation the mean packet transfer rate is 13Q/sec, the packets va.rying in size from ~ minimum of about ten bytes to a maximum of & few hundred. The maximum rate ever observed during fixed target operation is 550/sec averaged OTer a ten ainqte period. The comparable record in collider llOde is 736/see. It obould be noted that aany data trahsfers in the computer system &re synchronous with the accelerator real time clock so that the inst&nt&lleous traasf er rates i.emediately following certain clock events considerably •xceed the time averages.
VAX computer utiliaation
Representative statistics averaged over one day during fixed target operation, and the •e.xi•um Yalues for a twelve ainute period of that day, are gi••D in It is with such' oonsiderations . in mind that four worliin&: gr·oups · have been fOr.ined. in the Controls Department to study the ·current siti.lation and plan futU:re· system upgrades. These fo1,1r groups are studying · the ~oPics Consoles, Front Ends, Networks, and Distributed . Syste·ms. A brief summa:r::y of their deliber·ations is presented in It should be noted that there is a strong constraint on any upgrade of the Fermilab accelerator c'ontrol syStem -that it not cause any seri~us disruption of operations. It is intended that there be no major shutdowns-of the facility for the next several years. Thus any changover step in a Controls upgrade process must be accomplished in at aost a few weeks.
Appendix -Software Staff Utilization
The software staff of the Accelerator Controls Department consists of 24 persons, most of them full time dat• processing professionals. Given a staff of this size some remarks are in order concerning the software effort necessary to create the Tevatron control system, and the effort necessary to maintain it. During the construction phase the Controls software staff provided less than one half of the total effort, the rest coming from elsewhere in the laboratory. However in the present maintenance and upgrade phase most of the effort is indeed supplied by Controls. The current status is that there are so many requests for software that the backlog is over one year, even if no time were spent in planning major system upgrades. Presented in Table Al 
